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 Introduction 
 

The main purpose of Failed Fuel Detection (FFD) and maintenance of radiating safety (RS) 
during Nuclear  Power Plant (NPP) operation finally is achievement of the planned burnup of 
nuclear fuel in the course of realized fuel cycles without infringement of radiating criteria. 

At carrying out of FFD and a substantiation of implementation of RS-criteria the maximum 
permissible quantities of leaking fuel rods in the core of operating reactor and degree of 
depressurization of their claddings is normalized. However statement and decision of the given 
problem for the purposes of FFD and at a substantiation of implementation of RS-requirements, 
differ in the basic image.     

In analyses of RS the quantity of leaking fuel rods and degree of depressurization of their 
claddings are used as the parameters characterizing a technical condition of one of the safety barriers 
(second) regarding on a path of release of radioactive fission products (FP) to environment out of the 
NPP. The given parameters are normalized taking into account a technical condition of other safety 
barriers (the first circuit and containment), and also schematic design solutions and efficiency of 
vent system decontamination.  

Results of FFD can be compared with the ultimately acceptable number of failed fuel rods, 
which is regulated by the Nuclear Safety Regulations НП-082-07 [1]. In the НП-082-07 the 
operational limit on the number of failed fuel rods, OL(Nr) for the normal operation conditions (NO) 
of the WWER-NPP, is set. It is 0.2% of gas-leaking fuel rods and 0.02% of fuel rods with the direct 
fuel-coolant contact (severe defects). In the НП-082-07 the safe operation limit on the number of 
failed fuel rods, LSO (Nr), which is five times as high as OL(Nr), is also set. The given limits are 
established for the second safety barrier (fuel rods claddings) irrespectively technical condition of 
other of protective barriers, design solutions and efficiency of vent system operation. 

Thus, in analyses of RS the quantity of leaking fuel rods in a core of operating reactor is 
given in advance (postulated) value depending on a number of other parameters.  Technical means 
and methods of FFD on operating reactor should provide the control of really available quantity of 
leaking fuel rods in a core for the purpose of excess prevention of the limits established НП-082-07.  

Along with number of leaking fuel rods on results of FFD and calculated analyses of RS 
some parametres of new kinds of the nuclear fuel implementated on the NPP with WWER can make 
also essential influence. Such parameters in particular are the absence of the central hole in the fuel 
column, the raised sizes of grains of a fuel matrix and the burnup of fuel reaching and exceeding 60 
MW·day/kgU. Absolute characteristics and also kinetics of release of radionuclides from fuel matrix 
and leaking fuel rods will depend on the given parametres substantially.      
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1 Limiting of number of leaking fuel rods in a core during reactor operation in the 
analyses which are carried out for a substantiation of radiating safety for NPP with WWER 

 
In analyses of radiating consequences for the operated and projected NPP with WWER, both 

for modes of normal operation, and for modes of abnormal operation and design accidents it is 
necessary to carry out calculayed estimations and a regulation of sources of radioactive FP, being in 
a core and in the primary circuit of operating reactor.   

At the analysis of radiating consequences for the modes of normal operation including 
reactor operation on constant power, transitive modes of operation with changes of reactor power 
and shutdown of power unit on repair and a fuel reloading, carrying out of calculations of FP 
accumulation in primary coolant and under claddings of untight fuel rods is necessary. 

The limiting of the activity levels of radioactive FP in the primary coolant of the operating 
reactor is necessary for ensuring of implementation of the RS requirements for the operated NPP in 
part on the doses received by the population living near the NPP. 

Earlier calculations of activity of radioactive FP in the primary coolant it was accepted to 
carry out with use of value of OL(Nr), established by Rules of nuclear safety НП-082-07 [1]. Thus 
in attention other factors which can promote restriction of a design limit on activity of radioactive 
FP in the primary coolant were not accepted.  

However, at more rigid modern limitation on doses of an irradiation of the population and the 
smaller sizes of a radiation protective zone, the regulation of a limiting technical condition only one 
of safety barriers (claddings of fuel rods) on a path of radioactive FP extention to environment 
without considiration of  condition (technical parametres) of other safety barriers has appeared 
insufficient for an exception of potential possibility of exceed of radiating criteria at NPP operation. 
It is possible to allocate the following major factors promoting tightening of limits on the number of 
leaking fuel rods at substantiation of RS in comparison with limits, established НП-082-07 [1].   

The FP release to the NPP environment and the annual population exposure doses during NO 
of power unit, are formed by uncontrolled leakage of the primary coolant to the NPP premises, 
migration of volatile and gaseous fission products (GFP) in these premises and their release into the 
environment via the vent system provided with filters. Therefore the uncontrolled leakage 
parameters and the vent filters efficiency established in designing the NPP will obviously influence 
the level of FP activity in the primary coolant, at which the population ultimate (10 µZv/yr [2]) and 
limit exposure doses (100 µZv/yr for projected NPP and 250 µZv/yr for operated NPP [2]) will not 
be exceeded.  

As the available experience of designing the WWER-NPP shows, the accountancy for these 
parameters as a whole leads to more rigid regulation of the number of leaking rods comparing with 
the operational limit on the number of failed fuel rods, OL (Nr) set in Rules of nuclear safety НП-
082-07 [1]. 

It is necessary to notice, that real uncontrolled leakage of the primary coolant to the NPP 
premises and efficiency of filters of ventilating systems of the operated NPP or the power unit can 
not coincide with established in the design. In such cases updating of the limit levels of FP activity 
in the primary coolant also is necessary. 

There is another reason for establishing more rigid requirements for limit number of failed 
fuel rods comparing with that set in the НП-082-07, it is that upon removing the cup after the reactor 
shutdown for fuel reloading there occur an additional direct release of volatile FP from the coolant 
(primarily iodine isotopes) to the environment of the NPP containment and their release via the 
emergency vent system to the atmosphere. 

This FP source term may be significant and have a dominating effect on the annual exposure 
doses received by the population because of spike-effect – an essential increase in the activity of 
iodine isotopes in the coolant after the reactor shutdown, releasing from the leaking fuel rods due to 
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the decrease of the pressure and temperature in primary circuit. As show calculations, at presence in 
a core untight fuel rods radioactive emissions from the power unit during shutdown for fuel 
reloading after removal of a cover of a reactor will give considerably more contribution in 
comparison with reactor operation on power during fuel campaign. At quantity of leaking fuel rods 
in reactor core, reached OL (Nr), this contribution will exceed 95 % and only less than 5 % will be 
due with reactor operation on power - stable and with its changes, including PR.  

Thus, at dominating influence of a mode of reactor shutdown for fuel reloading on formation 
of exposure doses of the population the quantity of leaking fuel rods at which the design limit on FP 
activity in the primary coolant is reached, will be more low (and, it is probable, essential), than OL 
(Nr), established by Rules of nuclear safety НП-082-07.  

Hence, for ensuring of implementation of the RS criteria the requirement on limit of fuel 
rods depressurization generally must be more rigid in comparison with the requirements established 
by Rules of nuclear safety.  

The reached quality of fabrication of the WWER fuel rods providing their high reliability 
(the probability of fuel rod failure in the course of one operation year is not higher than 10-5 [3]) as 
well as due to the levels of the WWER fuel rod depressurization actually attainable in the normal 
conditions of their operation [4], allow to fulfill the RS requirements on the limiting population 
exposure doses with a considerable margin. 

Depending on the project of NPP, parametres of fuel loading, a place of placing of the NPP 
and other factors the limit level of activity of isotopes of iodine in the primary coolant will be 
reached at various number of leaking fuel rods which can be unequal for various power units and the 
NPP with WWER, constructed on one design.   

Tightening of limits on the number of leaking fuel rods at substantiation of RS reduces 
potentially possible negative influence on radiating consequences of change of a technical condition 
of the first safety barrier on a path of radioactive FP extention to environment - a fuel matrix of fuel 
rod.  

As shows operating experience of the NPP with WWER, and also results of post irradiation  
examinations of structure in fuel matrix of leaking fuel rods can occur the changes leading to 
substantial growth of FP release from a fuel matrix.  

In particular, there can be the extensive zones of column crystals, and also area with the 
raised porosity in fuel matrix of leaking fuel rods reappear. From these zones occur the raised leak 
of FP in gap of fuel rod and further through defects in fuel rods claddings in the primary circuit [5].  

During operation of NPP took place cases when the occurred structural changes of a fuel 
matrix in single leaking fuels led to the raised release of  dose-forming long-living isotopes of iodine 
and caesium from fuel in gap in comparison with leak from fuel with the structure generated in the 
course of their manufacturing.  

In result, in the primary coolant of a operating reactor essentially higher levels of activity of 
the basic dose-forming iodine-131 isotope in comparison with calculated, received, proceeding from 
assumptions about invariance of structure of a fuel matrix. The calculated values received thus are 
used at a substantiation of implementation RS-criteria on radioactive emissions and population 
exposure doses for the projected and operatting NPP with WWER were reached.  

Thus, change of a condition of the first safety barrier on path of radioactive FP extention to 
environment (a fuel matrix) influences the maximum permissible parametres characterising a 
technical condition of the second safety barrier – fuel rods claddings.   

For new kinds of the nuclear fuel having the raised sizes of grains of uranium dioxide and 
without an axial hole in a fuel column limiting number of leaking fuel rods at calculated 
substantiations of RS, obviously, will be other, than for fuel rods with the central axial hole and the 
smaller sizes of uranium dioxide grains.  
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It will be caused by changes of quantities of dose-forming isotope releasing from fuel matrix 
and leaking fuel rods at their stationary loading and during spike-process during a reactor shutdown 
for fuel reloading.   

 
 

2 Problems and possibilities of FFD at implementation of new kinds of fuel and fuel 
cycles 
 

The basic purpose of FFD is maintenance of the control of a mechanical condition of a 
material product – fuel rod - regarding tightness of its cladding.  

FFD is carried out on NPP with VVER both on operating and shutdown reactor during fuel 
reloading.  

FFD during reactor operation should provide reliable and authentic diagnostics of a tightness 
of fuel rods claddings of maintained fuel loading 

FFD on shutdown reactor is carried out for the purpose of detection of fuel assemblies (FA) 
with leaking fuel rods.  

The types and the composition of FFD methods and the requirements to their facilities 
depend on the aims which are suggested to achieve using these methods. These aims depend on the 
accepted strategy of use of  leaking fuel rods. 

In picture 1 block diagramme of FFD on operating and shutdown reactor, supporting the so-
called strategy extended in the European countries of «zero defect» handling with leaking fuel is 
presented. 

For realization of such strategy of the handling with leaking fuel during FFD on the 
shutdown reactor it is necessary to detect all leaking fuel rods and delete them from the core that on 
the beginning of the next fuel campaign in core were only tight fuel rods.  

The given concept, nevertheless, supposes campaign end in cases of depressurization of fuel 
rods claddings during the campaign if the established design limits of activity of radioactive FP in 
primary coolant of operating reactor are not exceeded.  

FFD methods used on NPP with WWER at both operating and shutdown reactor are 
radioactive methods. These methods are based on measurements and analysis of activity levels of 
reference radionuclides in the primary coolant of operating reactor or within the water of FFD can 
during FA check on a shut down reactor.  

Radiation FFD methods can give only indirect information about parameters of leaking fuel 
rods. The data obtained by using of radiation methods on operating and shutdown reactor are the 
integral  characteristics of all leaking fuel rods in core and FA. 

During reactor operation a levels of activity of FP in the primary coolant, registered by 
means of FFD, give the integrated characteristic to scales and degree of depressurization of all fuel 
rods of operated fuel loading (an order 40000 for WWER-440 and 50000 for WWER-1000). A 
levels of activity of FP within the water of FFD can during FA check on a shut down reactor 
characterizes integrated degree of depressurization of all fuel rods in checked FA (126 for FA 
WWER-440 and 312 for FA WWER-1000).  

Despite «integrated character» of FFD-data received by means of radiating methods, for the 
overwhelming majority of fuel loadings correlation between estimations of scales and degree of 
depressurization of fuel rods claddings, received by results of FFD on operating reactor, and results 
of FFD of FAs on shutdown reactor during fuel reloading [5] takes place. It makes possible to 
influence the activity level of  FPs in primary coolant, which essentially influence magnitude of 
radiation release from NPP during normal operation. Thus the strategy that allows to continue the 
operation of  FAs with leaking rods is justified. 
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The experience of WWER operation has proved the efficiency of complex use of radiation 
FFD methods in diagnostics of fuel rods tightness for maintenance of performance of the 
requirements of radiating safety during whole period of  NPP operation. 

By means of radiating methods of FFD it is possible authentically: 
- to register of appearance of leaking fuel rods during NPP operation; 
-   to estimate quantity of leaking fuel rods and their degree of depressurization and to 

monitor the tendency of their change;  
- to estimate percentage of FP release from leaking fuel rods from the built in amount in 

the core; 
- to identify of FA with leaking rods. 
The listed problems dare by the monitoring of FP activity levels in the primary coolant of 

operating reactor and in technological circuits of FFD-systems used during fuel reloading.  
Separate goals of FFD on NPP with WWER can be definition of more detailed parameters of 

leaking fuel rods: 
- kind of fuel rods depressurization («gas tightness» or severe damages of claddings); 
- fuel burn up of fuel achieved in failed fuel rods; 
- percentage of primary coolant activities, due to leaking fuel rods and core contamination 

with fissionable materials; 
- quantitative criteria for unscheduled  discharge of  FA and conditions of storage FA by 

using the FFD data, obtained at the shutdown reactor. 
Separate goals of FFD dare by comparison of levels of FP activity registered in the primary 

coolant of the operating reactor, to the corresponding calculated values received with use of 
calculating models and codes. 

Reliability of an estimation of above parametres, obviously, decreases with increase in 
quantity of leaking fuel rods in core of the operating reactor or in checked FA. 

Used models and calculating codes will yield authentic results if they are verified with use of 
the experimental data received in loop tests of leaking fuel rods or during their operation in reactors 
power units with following post irradiation examinations of leaking fuel rods in hot cells.  

By developments out of models of an FP release from leaking fuel rods and calculating 
technics of an estimation of their quantity experts of National Research Centre  «Kurchatov 
institute» always considered performance of the given requirement certainly and essentially 
necessary. The models and calculating codes developed in Kurchatov institute [6-8] was verified 
using of experimental data from loop tests of untight fuel rods on research reactors («MP» in 
Kurchatov institute,  «BK-50» in RIAR, Dimitrovgrad, Russia and NPP «Rheinsberg», Germany) 
and power units with WWER (NPP Loviisa, Finland). Thus also were used the data of visual 
inspection and post irradiation examinations of leaking fuel rods in hot cells. 
Working capacity and reliability of the new more difficult calculating and diagnostic codes 
introduced on the NPP for more detailed diagnostics of parametres of leaking fuel rods especially 
should be proved on the basis of the specified experimental data. 

Reliability and error of diagnostics of fuel rods depressurization, carried out by results of 
radiating methods of FFD, depends from: 

- the locations of defects in fuel rods claddings; 
- micro and macro structure of fuel matrix in depressurized fuel rods; 
- the sizes of fuel-to-cladding gap in depressurized fuel rods; 
- stoichiometry changes of fuel column on periphery because of oxidation process. 
 
Owing to impossibility of the authentic account of cumulative influence of the specified 

factors on exit of FP from leaking fuel rods detailed estimations of parametres of leaking fuel rods 
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(for example, their locations in a core), carried out by means of any modernised program, will 
possess a high error that deprives of their practical signification.  
It is possible to illustrate visually influence of structure of fuel matrix and the sizes of fuel-to-
cladding gap on quantitative and kinetic characteristics of an exit of radioactive FP from of leaking 
fuel rods accordingly with pictures 2 and 3 for real cases fuel rods depressurization on NPP with 
WWER, taking place during their operation.   

Basis for maintenance authentic and informative FFD at implementation of new kinds of 
nuclear fuel and fuel cycles on NPP with WWER are techniques and methods of FFD available on 
NPP. However, it is necessary  to notice, that absence of the central axial hole in the fuel column, 
the raised sizes of grains of a fuel matrix and the burning out of fuel reaching and exceeding 60 
MW·day/kgU at which the fuel-to-cladding gap in leaking fuel rods  is blocked, will promote 
decrease in absolute quantity of radionuclides, releasing from leaking fuel rods, both on operating, 
and on the shutdown reactor. Thus, implementation of new kinds of fuel can demand improvement 
and-or completion of methods and means of FFD on the shutdown reactor, available now on the 
NPP with WWER.  

 
Conclusion 
 
Available experience of designing of the NPP with WWER shows, that for ensuring of 

implementation of the RS criteria regarding limiting radioactive emissions from the NPP and doses 
of an irradiation of the population living near to NPP, it is required to regulate more rigidly number 
of failed fuel rods in comparison with requirements of Rules of nuclear safety НП-082-07 [1].  
The reason of it is necessity to consider a technical condition of all safety barriers on a path of 
radioactive FP extention in a complex, first and foremost of uncontrolled leakage of the primary 
coolant to the NPP premises and efficiency of filters of ventilating systems, and also spike-effect on 
activity of isotopes of iodine after a power unit shutdown for fuel reloading and openings of a cover 
of a reactor. 

Depending on the project of NPP, parametres of fuel loading, a place of placing of the NPP 
and other factors the limit level of activity of isotopes of iodine in the primary coolant will be 
reached at various number of leaking fuel rods which can be unequal for various power units and the 
NPP with WWER, constructed on one design.   

The quantity of leaking fuel rods at which the design limit on FP-activity in the primary 
coolant of operating reactor is reached, can be essential below an operational limit on number of 
failed fuel rods established by Rules of nuclear safety. However the reached quality of fabrication of 
the WWER fuel rods providing their high reliability (the probability of fuel rod failure in the course 
of one operation year is not higher than 10-5 [3]) as well as due to the levels of the WWER fuel rod 
depressurization actually attainable in the normal conditions of their operation [4], allow to fulfill 
the RS requirements on the limiting population exposure doses with a considerable margin. 

For maintenance authentic and informative FFD at implementation of new kinds of nuclear 
fuel and fuel cycles on NPP with WWER it is necessary to consider influence of some parametres of 
fuel matrix and fuel rods on results of FFD. Such parameters in particular are the absence of the 
central hole in the fuel column, the raised sizes of grains of a fuel matrix and the burnup of fuel 
reaching and exceeding 60 MW·day/kgU.can be considered. The implementation of new kinds of 
fuel can demand improvement and-or completion of methods and means of FFD on the shutdown 
reactor, available now on the NPP with WWER.  
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Figure 1 - Block diagramme of FFD at acceptance of strategy of “zero defect”, not supposing 
continuation of leaking fuel rods  
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Figure 2 – Change of specific activity of iodine isotopes in prymary coolant of WWER-1000, 
caused by changes which have occurred in the structures of a fuel matrix of depressurized fuel rods 
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Figure 3 – Change of specific activity of iodine isotopes in prymary coolant of WWER-440 
during fuel campaign, caused by shut-off of fuel-to-cladding gap in depressurized fuel rods 


